
Handmade Contemporary Design

- PRODUCT CATALOG -



1.
ABOUT
THE BRAND Entering the world of Home Décor in 2014, Yahalomis takes a multidisciplinary approach to 

creation led by Tal Hadar & Roy Yahalomi, a husband and wife design duo with a collective 

skill base that ranges from Industrial Design to Animation, their diverse backgrounds give 

Yahalomis’ designs a delightfully artistic edge.

The Tel-Aviv based label is known for it’s fine design language. Specialising in ceramic 

home goods that are fun and functional, the Yahalomis spend a lot of time thinking about 

the usability of their collection, constantly trying out and developing new materials and 

techniques. Their collection of Lava rocks & pastel coloured ceramic pieces spring from a 

variety of approaches, values and needs.

Mixed with the right amount of minimalism and elegance, Yahalomis’ products are timeless 

in their design and can be passed down through generations.



2.
ABOUT
US

Yahalomis is led by Roy Yahalomi, Industrial Designer and Musician, graduate of the 

Industrial department at the Holon Institute of Techology, and Tal Hadar, Animator and 

Designer,  graduate of the Screen Based Arts department at the Bazalel academy of 

Art and Design, Jerusalem.

Ever since we have met, we have been working together on mutual projects. Even 

when working individually, imagining and consulting with each other was always part 

of our process. Inevitabily, it was only natural to join hands & minds, and make it official. 

In our work process, we combine our different backrounds as we aspire to create a 

dialogue betwee Art and Design.



3.
THE 
STUDIO

Located at old Jaffa, just next to the famouse flea market and the beautiful beaches 

of Tel-Aviv, our studio is where we make it all happen;  designing, sketching, mixing 

and matching, casting ceramic materials, painting, kilning, and meeting good people 

for a good cup of coffee. 

We create everything in-house, our models, molds, casting materials, clay, glazes 

and underglazes. We put a lot of attention in the little details of our products, yet 

our latest collection is as minimalist as it gets.

Browse through our contemporary designs,  and find kitchen essentials, dining 

table centerpieces, living room decorations, modern Judaica items and more.



4.
THE
PRODUCTS





YUCCA PLANTER
Yucca Planter is a small plant pot, clean and simple, inspired by Yucca plants 

and handmade from ceramics with a beautiful matte finish and decorative 

spike shaped slots. 

MEASUREMENTS:

Hight 8.5 cm, top diameter 9.5 cm, bottom 5.5 cm.

Hight 3.3 inches, top diameter 3.7 inches, bottom diameter 2.1 inches.

COLOURS: 

Black, White, and Mint.



A decorative ceramic jar with a cork lid, handmade from Lava rocks or 

white ceramics. Designed for the modern and minimalist home, the jar 

is characterised by elegant slots that make it easy to hold and handle. 

It is beautifully made with a slip casting technique, and the cork lid fits 

perfectly on top of the jar, adding a warm natural look.

MEASUREMENTS: 

1.350 Liter

Hight 17.5 cm 

ø 11.5 cm

CANAL JARS



Leaving a highly aesthetic impression wherever it stands, this ceramic 

vase strikes a fine balance between minimalism and warmth. Inspired 

by mid-century design and contemporary home decor, it’s a perfect 

size for any table.

MATERIALS: Basalt, Ceramics

MEASUREMENTS: H: 22.87 cm, Ø: 13.97 cm

WEIGHT: 850 g.

COLOURS: Basalt / Yellow / Turquoise

CANAL LIGHTS



Decorative pendant lights, with a handmade ceramic socket, which can 

be decorated with 24K Gold.

A minimalist design, clean and simple, a wonderful addition for the mod-

ern home. Each unique ceramic pendant light is beautifully handmade 

with a slip casting technique, characterised by elegant slots, and has 

a sleek high-end matte finish.

 

COLOURS: 

Black / Black+Gold  

Grey / Grey+Gold  

White / White+Gold 

Turquoise / Turquoise +Gold

MEASUREMENTS:

Hight: 15 cm (6 inch),

Diameter: 5.5 cm (2.1inch)

WEIGHT: 220 g.

 

CANAL LIGHTS



Contemporary, clean, with a modular twist, the ceramic and Lava rock Candle 

Holders are designed to each hold a differently sized candle, an elegant piece 

of decor with a place to rest your tea-lights and support your taper candles. 

Made from a unique material developed in-house, local Lava Rocks clay.

MATERIALS: Lava, Ceramics

MEAUSEREMENTS: 

Tall Holders - H: 17.5 cm Ø 6.5 cm. 

Short Holders - H: 2.2 cm Ø 7.4 cm.

WEIGHT: 420 g.

COLOURS: Natural Lava & Light Turquoise / Dark Turquoise / Cream White

CANDLE HOLDERS



Leaving a highly aesthetic impression wherever it stands, this ceramic Base vase 

strikes a fine balance between minimalism and warmth. Inspired by mid-century 

design and contemporary home decor, it’s a perfect size for any table.

MATERIALS: Lava / Colored ceramics

MEASUREMENTS: H: 22.87 cm, Ø: 13.97 cm

WEIGHT: 850 g.

COLOURS: Lava / Yellow / Turquoise

BASE VASE



GEO HOOKS
Made by hand, and available in 5 shapes and colors, our ceramic Geo Hooks are 

the perfect addition to your walls, helping you organize your home and decorate 

it in your style. 

The ceramic hooks have a sleek high-end matte finish, keeping the natural look of 

our ceramic materials. Each wall hook can hold up to 5 kg and includes a screw at 

the back, for it to be secured to the walls.

 

MEASUREMENTS: 

Width: 8 cm 

Depth: 4 cm

WEIGHT: 100 g.

COLOURS: White / Beige / Lava / Turquoise / Yellow

SHAPES: Rectangle / Circle / Triangle / Cross / Square



Culinary sophistication extends far beyond the flavours we use. Made from Cream 

White ceramics and Lava rocks clay, the Salt & Pepper shakers bring a distinctly 

elegant accent to dinner settings or displays, accompanying the perfect meal.

MATERIALS: Lava, Ceramics

MEASUREMENTS: H: 19.5 cm, Ø: 5.5 cm

WEIGHT: 121 g.

COLOURS: Natural Lava, Cream White

SALT & PEPPER SHAKERS



SPLATTER PLANTER
Earthy and bohemian Splatter-painted ceramic planter, made from Lava rocks 

with coloured clay splatters. With Holes in the bottom for healthy watering, 

suitable for herbs, flowers, succulents and cacti plants. A great way to add 

some boho-chic to your home & garden.

MATERIALS: Lava, Clay Splatters

MEASUREMENTS: H: 10.4 cm, Ø 8.89 cm

WEIGHT: 280 g.

COLOURS: Natural Lava with Blue splatters / Yellow clay splatters.





SKINNY VASE
A clean, elegant, single flower vase. Its minimal shape is simple 

yet contemporary, adding a fresh look to the home.

MATERIALS: Ceramics

MEASUREMENTS: H: 19.5 cm, Ø: 5.5 cm

WEIGHT: 146 g.

COLOURS: Light Turquoise / Dark Turquoise / White / Yellow / 

Grey / Pink



A clean and simple design, mixed with a touch of humor, the contemporary 

ceramic clocks are designed to add style to your bedside table, desk, or 

mantelpiece. 

As an interpretation of 1970’s table clocks, our clock is inspired from the 

world of animation and illustration, therefore it consists of asymmetrical 

lines. A unique timepiece with timeless elegance.

MATERIALS: Ceramic, Aluminium

MEASUREMENTS: H: 10 cm, W: 17 cm, L: 8 cm

WEIGHT: 600 g.

COLOURS: Yellow / Turquoise

TABLE CLOCK



a contemporary piece of handmade Judaica with a loving attention to details. 

This Mezuzah design is modern and minimalistic, the letter “Shin” has a 3D 

twist, and is decorated with 24K gold.

 

MATERIALS: Ceramics, 24K Gold

MEASUREMENTS:

LARGE: H: 18cm, L: 2.5cm, W: 3.5cm

MEDIUM:  H: 15.5cm, L: 2cm, W: 3cm

SMALL: H: 10cm, L: 10cm, 1.5cm, W: 2cm

COLOURS:

Light Tirquoise / Dark Grey / Cream White.

 

MEZUZAH CASES



The inspiration for our recent collection was based on forms and colours. Our 

colour inspiration came from coloured clay research, we made a lot of tests by 

mixing different amounts of pigments with clay and the results were beautiful. 

We chose the colours out of those beautiful results for our collection’s main 

colour palette. Our form inspiration came different plants and from the 70’s 

decorative items style. We tried to understand what it is that we like so much 

about those 70’s shapes, and gave them our own modern in terpretation and 

twist.

We always try to find new inspirations, we are constantly reaching out for the 

unknown,  studying our environment and the nature of the people around us, 

stimulating our creative drive by dreaming and imagining. 

4.
WHAT

INSPIRES

US



5.





- CONTACT US -

WEBSITE

 www.yahalomis.com

EMAIL

 theyahalomis@gmail.com

TEL

Tal Hadar +972-546615155

Roy Yahalomi +972-524616461

Facebook / Twitter / Pinterest / Instagram

@yahalomis


